
Global Chapters Peer to Peer Meeting Agenda
September 23rd – September 28th 2022

Venue: Hilton Hotel, Nairobi Kenya

Introduction
Women in Global Health is a voluntary global network, built on the passion and dedication of WGH Chapter members and their commitment to
enact, influence and ensure gender transformative leadership in health globally. This 2022 Peer to Peer meeting in Nairobi is the first convening
of the global WGH network of 41 chapters and staff since WGH’s formation in 2015.

Meeting Objectives: 
The purpose of the meeting is to take stock of this rapidly growing, women-led movement; to dialogue around the future of the movement and
the global community of practice that is Women in Global Health; and reinforce solidarity across borders amongst like-minded women.

This meeting seeks to
- Bolster our shared values and uphold our determination to achieve gender equality and equity.
- Acknowledge and build upon the work done by the WGH network to date.
- Match, manage and set expectations for collaboration around our networks
- Agree on a common direction of travel to forge the building blocks for WGH collaborative action going forward
- Further develop our women-led movement to address power and privilege for gender equity in health.

Day Program Session Outline Evening Program

FRIDAY 23
SEPTEMBER 2022

Participants arrive in Nairobi
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DAY 1

SATURDAY 24
SEPTEMBER 2022
CHAPTER
DEVELOPMENT

09:30 - 17:00

Introduction  and Welcome
Welcome Messages
Overview of Program and objectives
Participants introduction and
expectations

Session title: What does a successful
chapter look like?

Purpose:

● To create space for reflection,
learning and co-creation
amongst leaders of the global
movement.

● To provide chapter members
an opportunity to reflect on
progress and opportunities of
becoming a successful country
chapter

Outputs: Recognition of chapter
activities and best practices across
WGH chapters
-Chapter members collectively design
opportunities and solutions to
strengthen the movement

09:30 - 10:30

Introduction  and Welcome to the
Meeting  Dr Magda Robalo with Video
Message from Dr Roopa Dhatt

10:30 - 17:00

Chapter Development

1. WGH Chapters’ Journey: Where
have we come from, where are we
now and where are we going?

2. Profiling chapter activities and
achievements

3. Discussion on chapter opportunities
related to chapter development and
network building

19:30 - 21:30  Evening
Reception to Meet Partner
Organizations from Nairobi
Hilton Hotel
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DAY 2

SUNDAY 25
SEPTEMBER
GENDER
TRANSFORMATIVE
LEADERSHIP

08:30 - 17:00

* joined by guests
from Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation

Session Title: Gender Transformative
Leadership (GTL) in Health

Purpose:

● Working with our WGH
members,

● Using our collective
experience to identify the
building blocks for a
framework on GTL in health
(understood as a sector within
and across borders)

GTLPw Concept Note

Output: Chapter members collectively
analyze main elements of GTL in
health and sources of knowledge to
support a framework for GTL,
including means of engaging into a
community of practice on the same.

Collective reflection on possible
actions to strengthen GTL at the
individual, local, and global levels
within the overarching framework of
the WGH plan. Employing and
studying participatory facilitation
techniques.

1. Introduction: Networking and
making new friends

2. Part I: What is GTL; value clarification
using lived- experience

3. Part II: Where I am situated
regarding GTL; mutual support and
growth

4. Part III: How can I move GTL forward
5. Debriefing: Integrating learning on

GTL into the WGH strategy
development

19:30 Dinner in Hilton Hotel

‘Around the World Theme’
Participants wear or bring
items to represent their
countries (informal)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/11FwQGom7FXcj3Edyu-odvfpjTlVZMjvV/view?usp=sharing


DAY 3

MONDAY 26
SEPTEMBER
ADVOCACY AND
RESEARCH

08:30 - 17:00

* joined by guests
from Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation

Session Title:

Session 1: "Understanding of Chapter
to Global context"

Session 2: "What is the state of
women and leadership in health?"
New research from WGH Chapters

Purpose:

● Growing our understanding of
the current chapter and global
advocacy contexts

● Advocacy topics and calendar
2023

● Discussion of and agreement
on common advocacy priorities

● Outline of campaigns and
available tools and support

● Outline and discussion of
forthcoming research work

Outputs: Understanding of the
advocacy context across the WGH
network of chapters

Agreeing on priorities for advocacy
action in 2023

Information for planning advocacy
needs and resourcing.

1. Why do we do advocacy?
2. What does advocacy look like for

WGH?
3. Some examples from around the

network
4. Discussion of 2023 advocacy

priorities
5. Outline of campaigns, messages,

tools available to support advocacy
work

6. Upcoming data and research work

19:30 Dinner in Hilton Hotel
with invited speaker Ms
Vivian Onano
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DAY 4

TUESDAY  27
SEPTEMBER

CHAPTER
DEVELOPMENT II

09:00 - 17:00

Session title: WGH 5 year strategy

WGH Strategy

Purpose:

● Identifying collective
approaches towards achieving
the WGH  5 year strategy

● Strengthen regional
connections and engagement
among chapter members

Outputs: Chapter members agree on
areas of collaboration and
engagement

Chapter members gain knowledge on
the different approaches they can
adopt towards achieving the 5 year
strategy

09:00 - 15:30

1. Mapping national, regional and
international approaches that can be
collectively implemented towards
achieving the WGH 5 year strategy

2. Regional hubs- to identify strategic
alignment and collaboration

15:30 - 17:00

Closing Session

● Group activity- reflections and key
takeaways from the meeting
facilitated by the facilitator.

● Message from Dr Roopa Dhatt (via
Zoom)

● Closing remarks by Dr Magda
Robalo
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/11FwQGom7FXcj3Edyu-odvfpjTlVZMjvV/view?usp=sharing


DAY 5

WEDNESDAY 28
SEPTEMBER

Check-out and Departure for Chapter Participants

(One day WGH Staff Retreat)
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